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Misinformation and the inability to discern credible news have detrimental consequences on
democracy and civility, particularly in the news desert that is Athens, Ohio. The increasing prevalence
of misinformation in the media, news, and daily conversation has greatly impacted the community:
members are more distrusting of the news, more polarized, and less likely to vote. As journalists,
public relations students, and citizens concerned about our weakening democracy, we partnered with
the Public Relations Society of America to create the Five or Nothing campaign to spread awareness
of the impacts of misinformation, educate individuals on how to recognize it, and empower them to be
agents of change in stopping it.  

To understand misinformation in the context of our audience’s daily lives as well as the larger scope of
American democracy, our team based our campaign on both community input and extensive
secondary research. Initially, we distributed a survey to the Athens community through a range of
online media channels to gather insights into the audience’s trust in the news, ability to identify
misinformation, willingness to seek out credible information, and general perceptions of the impact of
both misinformation and news literacy (A1). We then gathered more in-depth information on news
deserts, information-gathering habits, and means of news literacy education. Based on our primary
findings and secondary research analyses, we designed a campaign that inspired a movement of news
literacy advocates. The Five or Nothing campaign achieved 8,481 owned and shared social media
impressions, 10,400 earned media impressions, and over 1,930 in-person event impressions. 

The Five or Nothing team prioritized facilitating discussions and providing educational tools to allow
individuals’ minds to be their armor against misinformation and disinformation. Through open
discussion, educational equipment, and empowering messaging, the Five or Nothing team inspired
individuals to do their part in stopping misinformation, for their individual sanity and collective
responsibility as citizens of a democracy. 

Our research revealed that education and thoughtful, skeptical analyses are crucial to news literacy
and stopping the spread of misinformation. We transformed this concept into a phrase reminiscent of
the commonly known “all or nothing” mindset: “Five or Nothing”. The slogan is a reminder that
empowers individuals to think about RumorGuard’s five factors of credibility before sharing news,
inspiring an “all or nothing” mindset in which individuals believe news must be fully credited to be
worthy of spreading.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SITUATION ANALYSIS
Athens, Ohio is considered a news desert even though a large number of the population is college
students attending Ohio University. When a survey was sent out, 108 responses had mixed thoughts
on the media and news literacy. More than half the recipients said they consumed news daily (A2),
but then when asked about their trust in news outlets 51% replied “sometimes” (A3). While
respondents had an overwhelming belief that news literacy skills are important (A4), there was a lack
of willingness to seek out further resources (A5). Our primary research showed that while our
audience feels confident in their own abilities to identify misinformation (A6), there was an
overwhelming belief that the media is biased (A7). Five or Nothing utilized this data to create a low-
budget, nonpartisan campaign plan to inform Ohio University students and Athens citizens about the
tools provided by the News Literacy Project and their new platform Rumor Guard.
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TARGET AUDIENCE
Ohio University Students at Large
Given the research on this age group’s susceptibility to misinformation on social media, in
addition to University students’ interest in seeking media without biases (A8) but lack of
interest in obtaining news literacy resources (A5), we decided that Five or Nothing
messaging should primarily target the demographic most involved in spreading information
on social media. 

Ohio University Journalism Students
The E.W. Scripps School of Journalism is a top-ranked journalism school that prioritizes
critical thinking and social responsibility. Future journalists play a crucial role in facilitating
the ethics of news literacy and credible information, so we tailored our campaign to inspire
future journalists to lead as agents of change against misinformation.

Athens Residents
Our research on news deserts demonstrated the need for our campaign to reach Athens
locals. We prioritized creating initiatives that extend to all of the Athens community, using
diverse approaches to appeal to locals’ attitudes and behaviors. 

PRIMARY RESEARCH

79% of respondents were Ohio University students, while 21% were Athens residents (A9).
92% were from Generation Z (1997 - 2012) and 8% were from older generations,
Millennials (1981 – 1996) and Generation X (1965 -1980) (A10). 
34% of respondents reported getting news via news outlet websites and apps and 46% of
respondents reported getting news from social media, including TikTok, Instagram,
LinkedIn, and Snapchat (A11).
72% of respondents agreed that the media is biased, 7% disagreed that the media is
biased, and 21% remained neutral (A7).
99% of respondents believed that it is important to identify misinformation (A4), but only
19% felt very confident in their ability to identify misinformation (A6) and only 15% stated
that they would be very likely or likely to seek out news literacy resources (A5).

Five or Nothing received 108 responses from students and citizens of Athens, gaining the
following insights:
 

 
With these results from the survey, our Five or Nothing team moved forward with events and
plans to change the minds of those who felt a lack of trust in the media and equip them with
the facts to stop misinformation.
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SECONDARY RESEARCH

Students are more likely to get their news from social media apps like Tik Tok, Instagram, Twitter,
and others (A12).
When getting their political updates, younger generations are less informed about a wide range of
topics and are more likely to believe misinformation tactics as well as become biased in political
information through suggested content (A13).
Younger generations who use social media and have access to vast amounts of information fail to
identify important events occurring, such as political events (A14). 

With few proper news outlets, other than what is provided by Ohio University, citizens are not
getting the same daily updates on a broader range of news. 
Some areas of Athens have zero digital access due to financial and technical complications creating
a digital divide. 
Bias is created through a lack of trust in daily media, and without proper information access, citizens
may only seek out what aligns with their beliefs and distrust other sources.

To begin our investigation into why the Athens population would be reluctant to learn more about
recognizing misinformation in their daily news, Five of Nothing first identified news audiences, where
they get their news, their trust in the validity of news sources, and what tools they use to research
further into the news they are viewing.  

For secondary research, we looked toward the student population and we analyzed how they identify
their daily information through an online survey:

Another group Five or Nothing looked at is the citizens of Athens who reside in a news desert (A15): 

Disinterest in Personal Responsibility
Survey results indicated that respondents do not feel the responsibility to seek out fact-checking
resources despite expressing a desire to seek media without bias (A8). A majority of respondents were
not willing to seek out misinformation and news literacy resources; 36% of respondents were somewhat
likely to seek out resources, 32% of respondents were less likely to seek out resources, and 17% of
respondents were not at all likely to seek out resources (A5). However, as stated in the situational
analysis, a vast majority of respondents believed the ability to identify misinformation was important, and
no responses believed this ability was rarely or not at all important (A4).

The team’s challenge was not just inform residents on news literacy, but to make them care. Attempting
to make a group passionate about an issue they can acknowledge but still disregard is a difficult task, but
presents a unique opportunity to show individuals how they will face the consequences of their disregard
toward news literacy. Through open discussion and news literacy-themed games at tabling events, we
were able to show individuals how their own biases and overconfidence can lead to the unintentional
acceptance of misinformation. We first showed individuals that they may not know as much as they
thought about misinformation through interactive games. Then through personal conversations, we
encouraged them to vow their advocacy against misinformation by signing the Five or Nothing pledge. 

CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES
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CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES CONT.
Economic Stress and Inability to Give
Athens County has a poverty rate of 20.9%, which is significantly higher than the average
poverty rates at both the state and national levels (A16). With the economic distress faced by
Athens residents and the presence of predominantly small businesses with limited resources,
several businesses expressed their inability to provide in-kind donations in support of the
campaign. In addition to the economic stress of businesses, the low number of businesses in
the area results in the frequent request of using their spaces for events. These businesses lack
the time, resources, and energy to work with the high number of event requests, making it
difficult to find businesses who can donate space. As a result, the Five or Nothing team was
tasked with creating a low resource, low budget campaign that would still spark attention,
spread awareness, and empower change. Our minimal ability to work with businesses caused
us to focus on where both the problem and solution lie: the community and their attitudes.
Rather than prioritizing sponsorships and vaguely-related events, we went straight to the heart
of the issue and opened minds through deep, honest conversations and education. 

MISSION & GOALS
Campaign Goal
Our goal was to facilitate deep discussions among Ohio University students and the public on
the prevalence of misinformation, educate and equip them with the tools to identify credible
information, and empower individuals to be agents of change in the age of misinformation. 

Rationale and Branding
Five or Nothing Campaign Name
Our slogan is a pledge in itself. It is a promise to consider the five factors of credibility:
authenticity, source, evidence, context, and reasoning. It is an acknowledgment that credibility
is an “all or nothing” matter in which truth is an uncompromisable requirement for any news that
one may absorb or spread. The Five or Nothing logo is a visual depiction of this pledge. 

Mission Statement
Five or Nothing sought to empower individuals through open discussions and interactive
education. In the current landscape of misinformation, media distrust, and political polarization,
education is the path to preserving democracy. We aimed to equip individuals with the
knowledge and tools to combat misinformation.

Our campaign was rooted in the mindset that credibility is a “five or nothing” - the news must
match the RumorGuard’s five factors of credibility to be considered worthy of sharing. 
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KEY MESSAGING

Write our campaign name, social media handles, and interactive prompts about news literacy on
sidewalks across campus.
Create images and videos of the process to upload to social media, so viewers will associate the
chalk art with the Five or Nothing campaign (A17).

Develop a press release and share with student publications at Ohio University and local newspapers
to generate awareness about our campaign (A18).
Connect with local newspapers and pitch stories to share the Five or Nothing initiative.

Objective 1
Raise awareness of the importance of news literacy and discerning credible news by earning one media
placement in local publications and generating positive interest in news literacy through conversations
within our target audience. 

Strategy I: Complete a sidewalk-chalk event, creating interactive news literacy prompts on campus
sidewalks to generate curiosity and conversations about the campaign.

Rationale: Because campus is at the heart of the Athens economy, the sidewalk messaging will create
word-of-mouth within both the student and local audiences. 

Strategy II: Pitch the Five or Nothing campaign to traditional and social media outlets with content that
informs the community about the importance of news literacy. 

Rationale: Due to the challenges of living in a news desert, student and local publications provided the
most efficient way to share information with a large portion of our audience. This would boost
engagement with our social media and drive attention toward our campaign.

Education
To accomplish the goal of empowering a movement of news literate individuals who fight against
misinformation, the five factors of credibility must be instilled in daily reading and comprehension
practices. We taught individuals the importance of constantly considering authenticity, source,
evidence, context, and reasoning when consuming news. 

Empowerment
It is up to the individual to recognize misinformation, call it out, and fight against it. We worked to
empower the individual to take on the responsibility of knowing how to differentiate fact from fiction -
because when you know how to find the truth within yourself, you cannot be influenced by others.
Individuals who sign our Five or Nothing Pledge commit to fighting misinformation. 

Balancing Open-Mindedness and Healthy Skepticism
Bias often infiltrates perceptions of credibility. We want to teach individuals that to not discount news
that is misaligned with their initial beliefs, and to hold the same skepticism for their own political
perspective as they do their “opposition.” We challenged perspectives by sharing facts and fiction from
all sides of the political spectrum. 

CAMPAIGN PLAN



Partner with a local bookstore to bring awareness to literature and educational resources relating to
news literacy.
Partner with a local bar that’s popular with students to attract attention from the student body and
drive traffic to our social media.
Partner with the local coffee shop to encourage both student and community engagement in the
campaign.

Use the @5_OrNothing Instagram, Twitter, and TikTok to promote campaign events, post
educational resources, and share original videos of interactive games and interviews (A20).
Partner with the Ohio University Scripps College of Communication and Scripps PRSSA Instagram
accounts to enhance reach.
Partner with the two local businesses to promote our campaign and further expand our reach.
Create a giveaway to incentivize the audience to follow the campaign and sign the pledge (A21).

Incentivize game participation by giving away free coffee coupons to students who correctly
identify misinformation.
Present hot topics of news, both politically neutral and both ends of the political spectrum, to
contestants and ask them to identify what information is fact and fiction based on the five factors of
credibility (Authenticity, Source, Evidence, Context, & Reasoning).
Facilitate discussions about why participants selected their answers, the importance of news
literacy, and how to use this information moving forward. 
Ask participants to show support by signing our Five or Nothing pledge and taking a photo with the
Five or Nothing pledge poster.

Strategy III: Collaborate with three local businesses to generate media attention for our campaign and
to encourage community involvement outside social media.

Rationale: A majority of our audience are Ohio University students, so partnering with local businesses
that students frequent helps them involved with our campaign.

Objective 2
Empower a news literacy movement across the University and local community through educational
content that generates at least 3,000 owned and shared media impressions and inspiring 119 people to
sign the Five or Nothing Pledge (A19). 

Strategy I: Utilize social media to promote news literacy education and establish a network of
empowered individuals. 

Rationale: 46% of survey respondents get their news from social media (A11), so we decided to reach
our audience in the same place they are vulnerable to misinformation.

Strategy II: Complete an in-person game to test the audience’s news literacy knowledge, facilitate
discussions around news literacy, and create content around contestants’ learning and devoting to the
Five or Nothing Pledge.

Rationale: Our research showed that a considerable amount of the audience are not willing to seek out
resources (A5), so we decided to host a gaming event to bring resources to them. 

CAMPAIGN PLAN CONT. 
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EVALUATION

Five or Nothing earned a media placement in The Post (A22) earning 10,000 impressions in the
publication that is distributed to over 150 locations across Athens and on Ohio University’s campus.
The Ohio University Journalism School sent out a press release (written by the campaign ) to
encourage over 400 undergraduate students to engage in the campaign (A18). 
Five or Nothing partnered with Little Professor Bookstore to select five news literacy books for a
week-long window display promotion that depicted the Five or Nothing mission. The event resulted
in 280 in-store visits and all displayed books were sold (A23).
The “Get Lit(erate)” event with The Over Hang bar featured a special news literacy drink, with menu
displays prompting the importance of “sober truth” in news and social conversations (A24). The
event resulted in 1,350 in-person impressions, 560 sales, and a revenue of $2,194. Through our
own social media and the bar’s promotion of the event, we earned 1,137 owned and shared social
media impressions. 
Donkey Coffee distributed 100 coffees with a specialty sleeve including the Five or Nothing sticker,
mission, and pledge to encourage conversations around news literacy. 
Over 13 businesses agreed to be “leaders in truth”, posting Five or Nothing educational flyers on
their storefronts for both community and campus members to learn from (A25). Court Street is the
hub of Athens, in which all students must cross the street to get to classes, and where everyone in
the area goes for food, drink, and shopping. 

Five or Nothing earned 4,946 owned, shared, and paid media impressions through TikTok,
Instagram, and Twitter, educating students through quotes from news literacy professionals, tools for
identifying misinformation, and empowering language to inspire change. 
The team successfully completed a day in the life with both the Scripps College Instagram and the
Scripps PRSSA instagram, resulting in 3,535  impressions. 
In an Instagram giveaway for a $20 Donkey Coffee gift card, we successfully reached 1,177
accounts and specifically motivated  an additional 10 pledge signatures. 
Our Facts v. Fiction Tabling game worked to hold a mirror to our audience, revealing that they may
not be as good at identifying misinformation as they think. The event took place at Baker University
Center, which is known as the campus travel hub for the University’s 29, 217 students due to its
connecting of the upper and lower campus. Over 3 days, we facilitated meaningful discussions on
the importance of news literacy, the RumorGuard Five Factors of credibility, and the individual
responsibility of stopping misinformation. We engaged with over 200 students, directly and indirectly
inspiring 119 pledge signatures (A26).

Objective 1: Exceeded
Raise awareness of the importance of news literacy and discerning credible news by earning one media
placements in local publications and generate positive interest in news literacy through conversations
within our target audience. 

Results

Objective 2: Exceeded
Empower a news literacy movement across the University and local community through educational
content that generates at least 3,000 owned and shared media impressions and inspiring 119 people
to sign the Five or Nothing Pledge. 

Results
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BUDGET

CONCLUSION

The Five or Nothing campaign successfully educated the Ohio University and Athens
community about the importance of news literacy and how to differentiate fact from fiction in
the news. Through the encouragement of education, empowerment, open-mindedness
and, healthy skepticism, we inspired over 100 individuals to sign the Five or Nothing pledge
(A2 6). While the number may seem small, the number of signers compared to the size of the
Athens community reflects the impact of this movement. In an area in which a news desert
inflicts hardships on half of the community and the over-saturation of misinformation on social
media suffocates the other half, the Five or Nothing Team found a way to connect and create a
movement that brought support from the entirety of Athens. Our audience felt overly skeptical
of the news and overly confident in their personal ability to not be influenced. Through open
discussion and education, we inspired a number of students to commit to being news literacy
advocates dedicated to stopping misinformation in its tracks. 

A full itemized budget is available on pg. 9.



ITEMIZED BUDGET

Matte Sticker paper sheets: 1 pack of 15
sheets = $10.69 (2/11/23)

Coffee Cards: 30 cards for $2.75 each =
$88.48 (2/14/23)

Ohio University Printing Services

Front Room Coffee House

Walmart CVS Photo
12x18 Large Print Poster: 1 large
poster = $7.48 (2/20/23)

Ad Booster: $13.57 (2/24/23)
Instagram
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IN-KIND DONATIONS
Donkey Coffee & Espresso
Coffee Sleeves: 100 count = $13.99 
Gift Card: $20 value

Total in-kind donations: $23.99

5 or Nothing Flyer for Little Professor Partnership: 4 pages = $1.00 (2/06/23)
Drink Rack Card for Overhang Event: 4 pages = $1.00 (2/17/23)
 Flyers for Overhang Event: 4 pages = $1.00 (2/17/23)
Giveaway interest forms: 5 pages = $1.25 (2/19/23)
5 or Nothing Rack Cards: 50 pages = $12.50 (2/19/23)
5 or Nothing Flyer: 15 pages = $3.75 (2/19/23)

Total for itemized budget: $139.72
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APPENDIX 1
The online survey shared with Ohio University students

and Athens residents.

A1

News Literacy Survey

https://forms.gle/TJoBmV6MZS6v7XRK8


The frequency of news consumption among survey respondents.

APPENDIX 2

A2



APPENDIX 3
Respondents opinions about how much they trust news outlets.

A3



APPENDIX 4
The opinions of survey respondents in regards to the importance of being

able to identify misinformation.

A4



APPENDIX 5
Respondents willingness to seek out news literacy resources.

A5



APPENDIX 6
Respondents self-reported assessment of their 

confidence in identifying misinformation.

A6



APPENDIX 7
Respondents opinions about whether the media is biased.

A7



APPENDIX 8
Respondents opinions about their desire to seek media without bias.

A8



APPENDIX 9
The percentage of survey respondents who were Ohio University students

versus non-Ohio University students.

A9



The percentage of survey respondents from each generation.

APPENDIX 10

A10



APPENDIX 11 
The primary ways survey respondents accessed the news.

A11



APPENDIX 12
Age Ranges for those who use a specific media. 

Pew Research Center

A12

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/07/30/americans-who-mainly-get-their-news-on-social-media-are-less-engaged-less-knowledgeable/


APPENDIX 13
Political knowledge gained from a specific media 

Pew Research Center

A13

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/07/30/americans-who-mainly-get-their-news-on-social-media-are-less-engaged-less-knowledgeable/


APPENDIX 14
What media informs the most about important political events 

Pew Research Center

A14

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/07/30/americans-who-mainly-get-their-news-on-social-media-are-less-engaged-less-knowledgeable/


APPENDIX 15
What happens in an area with lack of proper media. 

Scientific American

A15

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-losing-our-newspapers-is-breaking-our-politics/


APPENDIX 16
Demographic data about the population in Athens, Ohio.

U.S. Census Bureau

A16

https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/athenscountyohio


APPENDIX 17
Photographs from chalking campaign.

A17



APPENDIX 18
The press release sent to local and student publications.

A18



APPENDIX 19
The Five or Nothing Pledge offered via change.org.

Five or Nothing Pledge

A19

https://www.change.org/p/support-the-news-literacy-project-by-taking-the-5-or-nothing-pledge?recruiter=1294003085&recruited_by_id=ff454600-a265-11ed-b7f5-b144ebe0b73b&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=petition_dashboard


APPENDIX 20
The Five or Nothing Instagram page.

Link

A20

https://www.instagram.com/5_ornothing/


APPENDIX 21
The Five or Nothing giveaway (partnered with

Donkey Coffee & Espresso).

Giveaway Post

A21

https://www.instagram.com/p/Co-r2F-Ohj5/


APPENDIX 22
The article written by Ohio University's student publication The Post.

The Post Article

A22

https://www.thepostathens.com/article/2023/02/scripps-prssa-bateman-case-study-competition-five-or-nothing
https://www.thepostathens.com/article/2023/02/scripps-prssa-bateman-case-study-competition-five-or-nothing


APPENDIX 23
The news literacy-themed book display at Little Professor Bookstore.

A23



APPENDIX 24
The promotional post (shared on Instagram) for the "Get Lit(erate)"

event at The Over Hang Bar.

A24



APPENDIX 25
The educational flyer hung in Athens businesses in support of the Five or

Nothing campaign.

A25



APPENDIX 26
Participants holding the Five or Nothing poster after

signing the Five or Nothing pledge.

A26


